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This privacy statement sets out the basis on which Maris Limited and its subsidiaries (“Maris”) will process
any personal information that we may collect about you as a shareholder, visitor to our website or a
contact of one of our customers, suppliers or other business partners. We therefore ask you to read this
privacy statement carefully.
WHAT INFORMATION DO WE COLLECT FROM YOU?
We may collect and process the following information about you:
•

Information that you give us. This is information about you that you give to us by giving us a
business card (or similar) or corresponding with us by telephone, post, email or otherwise. It may
include, for example, your name, address, email address and telephone number; information
about your business relationship with Maris; and information about your professional role,
background and interests.

•

Information that our website, other systems or research collect about you. If you visit our
website (or those of our portfolio companies) it may automatically collect some information
about you and your visit, including the Internet Protocol (IP) address used to connect your
device to the Internet and some other information such as your browser type and version and
the pages on our site that you visit. Our website may also download cookies to your device.

•

Emails. If you exchange emails, telephone conversations or other electronic communications
with our employees and other staff members, our information technology systems may record
details of those conversations, sometimes including their content.

HOW WILL WE USE YOUR INFORMATION?
We may use your information for the following purposes:
•

To operate, manage, develop and promote our business and, in particular, our relationship with
the organisation you represent (if any) and related transactions – this includes, for example,
marketing, developing business synergies, provide contractual notices;

•

To operate, administer and improve our website and other aspects of the way in which we
conduct our operations;

•

To protect our business from fraud, money-laundering, breach of confidence, theft of proprietary
materials and other financial or business crimes;

•

To comply with our legal and regulatory obligations.

We may from time to time review information about you held in our systems – including the contents of
and other information related to your email and other communications with us – for compliance and
business-protection purposes as described above. Your emails and other communications may also
occasionally be accessed by persons other than the member of staff with whom they are exchanged for
ordinary business management purposes (for example, auditors, company secretary, bankers).
We will only process your personal information as necessary so that we can pursue the purposes
described above, and then only where we have concluded that our processing does not prejudice you or
your privacy in a way that would override our legitimate interest in pursuing those purposes. In
exceptional circumstances we may also be required by law to disclose or otherwise process your
personal information. We will tell you, when we ask you to provide information about yourself, if
provision of the requested information is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation or, on the
other hand, if it is purely voluntary and there will be no implications if you decline to provide the
information. Otherwise you should assume that we need the information for our business or compliance
purposes (as described above). If you are uncertain as to Maris’ need for information that we request from
you, please contact us with your query.

DISCLOSURE AND INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER OF YOUR INFORMATION
We may disclose personal information about you, where reasonably necessary for the various purposes
set out above:
•

to the employees and/or consultants of Maris based abroad;

•

to your colleagues within the organization that you represent;

•

to service providers who host our website or other information technology systems or otherwise
hold or process your information on our behalf, under strict conditions of confidentiality and
security;

•

business partners, suppliers and sub-contractors for the performance of any contract we enter into
with them or you;

•

to a person who takes over our business and assets, or relevant parts of them; or

•

in exceptional circumstances to competent regulatory, prosecuting and other governmental
agencies, or litigation counterparties, in any country or territory; or where we are required by law to
disclose.

These disclosures may involve transferring your personal information overseas. If you are dealing with us
within the European Economic Area (or the UK, after it has left the European Economic Area), you should
be aware that this may include transfers to countries outside the European Economic Area / UK, which do
not have similarly strict data privacy laws. In those cases, where we transfer personal data to other
employees of Maris or our service providers, we will ensure that our arrangements with them designed
to ensure that your personal information is protected.
HOW LONG DO WE KEEP YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION?
We will delete the information that we hold about you when we no longer need it.
Note that we may retain some limited information about you even when we know that you have left the
organisation that you represent, so that we can maintain a continuous relationship with you if and when
we are in contact with you again, representing a different organisation.
WHAT ARE YOUR RIGHTS?
You may have a right of access to the personal information that we hold about you, and to some related
information, under data protection law. You can also require any inaccurate personal information to be
corrected or deleted. You can object to our use of your personal information for direct marketing
purposes at any time and you may have the right to object to our processing of some or all of your
personal information (and require them to be deleted) in some other circumstances.
If you wish to exercise any of these rights, please contact us as set out below.
CONTACT US
We welcome questions, comments and requests regarding this privacy statement and our processing of
personal information. Please send them to Maris Ltd (Mauritius) Suite 011, Grand Baie Business Park,
Av. Geranium, 30510 Republic of Mauritius, or email us on info@marisafrica.com.
CHANGES TO THIS POLICY
Any changes we make to this privacy statement in the future will be posted to our website (at www.
marisafrica.com) and also available if you contact us. Please check back frequently to see any changes.

